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SUMMARY

Several breeding lines and hybrids were peeled in an 18% lye solution using an exposure time of
30 seconds compared to a standard time of 60 seconds. The amount of peel removal ranged from
4% to 100%, allowing breeding lines to be rated for ease of peeling. Peel removal was inversely
correlated with % recovery. Using this method, easier peeling breeding lines can be accurately
identified by selecting those with the highest peel losses. A lye concentration of 18% applied for
60 seconds peeled any of the breeding lines tested. Exposure time can be reduced for the easier
peeling (EZPEEL) lines in order to maximize peeled recovery and quality. Several breeding lines
were identified that can be used to develop hybrids with EZPEEL characteristics.

INTRODUCTION

In our breeding program, we routinely lye peel samples of tomatoes from different breeding lines
and hybrids. The primary purpose is to determine the peeled quality of the fruit for factors such
as peeled colour, firmness and overall appearance. However the ease of peeling is also rated
based on the amount of skin left on the tomato. Generally, there is not much skin left but there
are slight differences noted which are rated on a 1-9 scale, where 1 indicates no peel left. Most
hybrids range from 1-3 on this scale.

Our standard peeling procedure uses 18% sodium hydroxide solution (by weight) which is equal
to a 4.5 N solution. The temperature of the solution is kept at 95EC and the exposure time is 60
seconds. No wetting agent is used (eg. turgitol). After a retention time of 60 seconds after lye
immersion, the fruit pass over a slitter bar onto a disc bed for 5 seconds.

The differences among tomato lines using this procedure are relatively small with more than 95%
skin removal in most cases. However, in commercial production, some of our hybrids have
significant amounts of retained skin if lower concentrations of lye are used. It would be desirable
to have a method to differentiate among various breeding lines with a view to determining lines
that are most easily peeled. These lines could then be used to produce hybrids that would be more
suitable to some processors.



PURPOSE

To determine the relative ease of skin removal among different breeding lines and hybrids.

METHOD

A modified lye peeling procedure was devised with some preliminary experimentation. An
exposure time of 30 seconds rather than 60 seconds was the only change made to our standard
peeling procedure previously described.

Using this method, 25 tomatoes of each of 39 different tomato breeding lines and hybrids were
peeled. The number of tomatoes with any skin retained on them (after 30 seconds of lye
exposure) were counted and the percentage of fruit with retained skin was calculated (% Peel
Retention). As well, the final weight of the sample after peeling was calculated as a percent of
the initial weight (% Recovery). 

RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

Percent peel retention was plotted against % recovery in the accompanying graph. The
correlation coefficient was 0.76 which is a relatively tight fit considering the method of
collecting the data. An improved correlation coefficient might be achieved by determining the
actual weight or surface area of skin retained. Since this would have taken too much time, we did
not take this approach. Any amount of skin, from a small skin tag at the stem scar to a completely
unpeeled fruit resulted in the fruit being counted as a fruit with retained skin.

These results show that % recovery under this reduced lye exposure time can predict relative ease
of peeling similar to determining the percentage of fruit with retained skin. More precise
measurements using skin weight or area could result in a higher correlation. Because determining
percent recovery is more accurate and faster than visual estimations of skin retention, this method
could be used to screen a large number of tomato hybrids and selections for ease of peeling. 

Tomato lines obviously differ in the nature of the skin in such a way as to affect the penetration
of lye. Suggested differences would be the amount of cuticular wax and cuticle thickness. Once
lye penetrates skin, the underlying layer of flesh is dissolved, and the skin loosens and sloughs
off (assisted by the disk bed peeler, or any other mechanical peel removal apparatus). 

Percent skin retention ranged from 0% for CC337 (84.5% Recovery) to 96% for H9706 (92.4%
Recovery). In other words, a perfect peeling job for CC337, but with almost every tomato having
some skin retained for H9706. It should be noted that both varieties are used extensively for
whole peeled tomato production by processors using lye for peeling. There is also an
environmental component which affects the relative skin removal as shown by two samples of
N3306, one with 4% skin retention, and the other with 40% retention.



RESULTS OF 30 SEC. LYE EXPOSURE IN ORDER BY % RECOVERY

HYBRID/BREEDING LINE % RECOVERY % PEEL RETENTION

4173A 81.4 9

N3306B 82 4

#1187(POT. COMM.) 83.2 17

3539 83.3 20

CC337 84.5 0

#1161 84.7 16

H3406 85.2 28

T29B 85.2 32

H5108 85.3 60

4547 85.9 20

4234 86.0 24

#1193 86.1 36

4263 86.5 36

4162 87.1 44

4423A 87.1 73

4560 87.2 60

4425 87.8 56

4449B 88 56

4222 88.0 44

4805 88.3 54

#354 88.3 68

T34 88.3 36

N3306A 88.6 40

3533 89 44

#390 89.2 44

#1194 89.3 76

4173B 89.7 64

#1169(TSH37) 89.8 48

4789 90.1 76

#1162 90.2 48

4579 90.8 88

#336 91.6 88

TSH29 91.6 68

H9706 92.4 96

4449A 93.5 84

4423B 93.8 92

4215 94.1 80

2630 95.3 96

TSH33 95.6 88



RESULTS OF 30 SECOND LYE EXPOSURE IN ORDER BY % PEEL RETENTION

HYBRID/BREEDING LINE % RECOVERY % PEEL RETENTION

CC337 84.5 0

N3306B 82 4

4173A 81.4 9

#1161 84.7 16

#1187(POT. COMM.) 83.2 17

4547 85.9 20

3539 83.3 20

4234 86.0 24

H3406 85.2 28

T29B 85.2 32

T34 88.3 36

#1193 86.1 36

4263 86.5 36

N3306A 88.6 40

#390 89.2 44

4162 87.1 44

4222 88.0 44

3533 89 44

#1162 90.2 48

#1169(TSH37) 89.8 48

4805 88.3 54

4449B 88 56

4425ALC 87.8 56

H5108 85.3 60

4560 87.2 60

4173B 89.7 64

TSH29 91.6 68

#354 88.3 68

4423A 87.1 73

#1194 89.3 76

4789 90.1 76

4215 94.1 80

4449A 93.5 84

#336 91.6 88

4579 90.8 88

TSH33 95.6 88

4423B 93.8 92

H9706 92.4 96

2630 95.3 96



GRAPH SHOWING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE AMOUNT OF PEEL RETAINED ON TOMATOES AND % RECOVERY
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (R) = + O.76 , R  = 0.58 2

An R  value of 0.58 indicates that 58% of the variation in % peel retention can be explained by the % recovery figure. If the actual area2

of skin left on the fruit had been determined, it is possible that % recovery would correlate more closely with the amount of skin
removal. In my opinion, % recovery indicates the ease with which lye penetrated the skin and the length of time the flesh under the
skin was exposed to the corrosive effect of the lye solution. Hence, easier lye penetration of the skin results in higher peel losses if the
time of lye exposure is kept constant. A consistent and optimal peeling job can be achieved by matching lye exposure time to the
degree to which the hybrid peels easily. Alternatively, lye concentrations can be reduced or increased, but this is much more difficult
to modify quickly in a factory situation where tomato hybrids that differ in ease of peeling are being received.



H9706 PEELED FOR 30 SECONDS IN 18% LYE @ 95EC
RESULTS: 92.4% RECOVERY, 96% OF TOMATOES WITH SOME SKIN
RETAINED

CC337 PEELED FOR 30 SECONDS IN 18% LYE @95EC
RESULTS: 84.5 % RECOVERY, 0% OF TOMATOES WITH SOME SKIN RETAINED



TSH33 PEELED FOR ONLY 30 SECONDS SHOWING THAT MOST OF THE PEEL WAS
NOT  REMOVED

TSH33 PEELED FOR 60 SECONDS SHOWING 100% PEEL REMOVAL

HYBRID TSH33 PEELED FOR 30 SECONDS IN 18% LYE @95EC
RESULTS: 95.6% RECOVERY, 88% OF TOMATOES WITH SOME SKIN
RETAINED

HYBRID TSH33 PEELED FOR 60 SECONDS IN 18% LYE @95EC
RESULTS: 80.1% RECOVERY (19.9% PEELING LOSS)
100% PEEL REMOVAL



CONCLUSIONS and DISCUSSION

A lye peeling system set up to peel a hybrid such as H9706 at the minimum time and lye
concentration (60 seconds exposure + 18% lye concentration) to result in maximum peel removal
and recovery would result in excessive peel losses on an easier peeling variety such as CC337.
Conversely, system parameters set up to peel CC337 (30 seconds exposure + 18% lye
concentration) to minimize recovery losses while efficiently removing the skin, would not peel
H9706 very well (96% skin retention). 

Obviously, an optimum combination of exposure time and lye concentration is required to
remove tomato skin without removing excessive amounts of flesh under the skin. This will vary
depending on the hybrid, but optimal settings for each hybrid will result in the same % recovery
independent of the hybrid. Other factors such as fruit size and firmness will have an additional
effect on recovery.

For some hybrids, lower lye concentrations will require higher exposure times for the lye to
penetrate at a sufficient concentration under the skin to effect peel removal. If the lye
concentration is kept high enough, the exposure time can be changed in order to get the most
efficient peel removal. For easily peeled tomato varieties, shorter lye exposure times can be used;
this has the advantage of reducing the softening effect of longer exposure to high temperatures.
Lower lye concentrations can be used as long as the time of exposure is kept at 60 seconds or
less. Times greater than 60 seconds will cause excessive fruit softening, disintegration of the fruit
and result in high peeling losses. For hybrids that are harder to peel such as H9706, the highest

EXAMPLE OF AN EZPEEL BREEDING LINE WITH FIRMNESS AND LARGER FRUIT
SIZE PEELED FOR 30 SECONDS IN 18% LYE SOLUTION @ 95EC.



recovery and quality would result from using higher lye concentrations so that lower exposure
times can be used.

If the lye exposure time can be easily adjusted, an 18% lye concentration at 95EC is capable of
peeling any of the hybrids and breeding lines we tested without exceeding a maximum of 60
seconds. The least amount of time necessary to effect complete peel removal should be used to
maximize peel recovery and to prevent excessive fruit softening.

There are several breeding lines that are easily peeled at 30 seconds that can be used to produce
hybrids that may also peel easily (EZPEEL). These hybrids are being produced this winter and
will be tested in the 2014 breeding plots to determine performance and method of inheritance.
The value of EZPEEL hybrids will depend on the flexibility of factory methods, in particular the
ability to modify exposure times quickly, and on the desire to optimize lye peeling to reduce
losses to a minimum.

Processors using steam peeling do not have to be concerned with absolute loss of tomato product
as they will ultimately recover most if not all of the tomatoes used for peeling. Recovery of steam
peeled tomatoes is still very important from the standpoint of achieving a high percentage of fruit
without skin suitable for canning. It is unknown whether the EZPEEL trait would assist in
efficient peel removal with steam. With the potential increase in the use of steam peeling in
Ontario, we will attempt to determine genetic factors affecting peel removal with steam.
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